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ABSTRACT
A technique for designing automatic fligh;
controllers for aircraft which utilizes the
transformation theory of nonlinear systems to
linear system is presently being developed at
NASA Ames Research Center. We mention a method
for taking controllable linear systems to
Brunovsky canonical form, and introduce a linear
approximation to the nonlinear system called tlu•
modified tangent model. We show how this model
is easily computed. Constructing the transfor-
mation for this model enables us to find an ap-
proximate transformation for the nonlinear syster.
I. *NTRODUCTION
We are interested in designing an automatic
flight control system for aircraft that have com-
plex characteristics and operational requirements
such as powered-lift :TOL and VISTOL corfigura-
tivns. The technique developed is effective for
a large class of dynamic systems that require
multi-input control and that have highly coupled
nunlinearities and complex multidimensional fligh
envelopes. This work is driven by George Meyer'
research at NASA Ames Research Center. His cur•
rent application is to the UH-iH helicopter.
"lie main idea in our approach is to simplify
the representation of the plant dynamics by means(
a thange of courdinatc4 of the state and control.
First, the Biv,:n nonlinear system is transformed
to a controllable linear syster. in Brunovsky (1)
canonical form. Second, standard linear and non-
Linear design technique:, suet. as Bode plots, pol
placement, CQC, and phase plane, are used to de-
sign a control law for this simple representation
Last, the resulting control law is transformed
back out into the original coordinates to obtain
a control law in terns of available controls.
Neyer's approach, first outlined in [2), ha..
been applied to several aircraft of increasing
complexity. The completely automatic flight con-
trol system was successfully tested on a DHC-6
(31, and the reference trajectory used exercised
asubstantial part of the operational envelope of
the aircraft. Next, the technique was applied to
the Augmentor Wing Jet STOL Research aircraft, th,
convincing flight test results being provided in
141. Methods for providing pilot inputs to the
scheme were examined in 151, and application on
an A-7 aircraft for carrier landing and testing
in manned simulation is reported in (6) and (71.
Other recent results are contained in [6). (9),
and (101.
For this paper we concentrate on the trans-
formation aspect of our design method. Necessary
and sufficient conditions for a nonlinear system
to be transformable to a controllable linear
system in Brunovsky form are presented in (111,
1 1.21, (131, (14), (151, (16).
In his early work !Myer considered systems
that wire in block triangular form, and trans-
formations for such systems can be constructed
as in (2) and 141. The transformation theory in
1121 applies to systems which are much sore gen-
eral than block triangular. As is indicated
:here, finding a transformation depends on solv-
ing a system of partial differential equations.
which can be reduced to ordinary differential
equations. It is not always possible to solve
these equations in closed form, but cases where
this can be done are presented in the Ph.D.
thesis of the first author (17). Numerical tech-
niques are also Introduced in that thesis. In
additio.. there is a rcmarkable technique for
clanging a controllable linear system to Brunovsky
form which involves taking no inverses of matrices
,and introduce& a block triangular form a an in-
termediate step.
For case ,, .There exact transformations cannot
be found, George Meyer considered constructing
approximate transformations by u s ing his tangent
model (18). Recently, we have introduced the
modified tangent model and have indicated how to
construct the linear part of a trAnsformntlon
ibout a point x in state space without know:.ig
the actual transformati-n. This modified tangent
model was first derived in (191 by examining the
partial differential equations from (12). In
addition, ae showed that the same model could be
found by using the theory of canvnical expansions
of nonlinear systems (201.
In this paper we mention the method of (17)
for taking a linear system to Brunovsky form.
Next we define the modified tangent model (with-
out going into the partial differential uyuatiuns
or canonical expansions), and indicate Low rurd's
technique can be adapted to change the modified
tangent model to canonical form. We also show
how to easily compute the modified tangent model,
despite the fact that It is dciined through
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nonlinear equations.
II NONLINEAR TRAIiM MATIONS
For our nonlinear system we take
m
(1)
	
x(t)-f(x(t))+ui(t)gi(x(t)),
J.1
where f,gl,...,gm are C" vector fields an An , And
gl ,g2 .... . 11, are linearly independent (this is
assumed for convenience) . The transformation re-
sults from 1121 are loc:;l, and global theorems
are given in (13). For the sake of notation we
asstuae that this system is transformable on all of
itn to the srunovsky form
(2)	 p(t) n AOy +110v
with 1'ronccker ind ices 1—' K 2 > • . • 	 .^ and A0 is"  -
nxn, Bo is U. . • By
(3)	 .:(t>=Pwc : Bu
we depute a controllable linear sy3tu : with t`u,
same matrix d iawns ions as (2).
[.(,.t (f,g) be the usual Lie bracket for vec-
tor fields f and g; i.e.
cf
(f,8)' tix f - ex B.
where 1 and --X are Jacobian matrices. We set
(ad O f .6)-8
(ad l f, g)- ( f.8)
if. If,gi)
(ad kf,g)- (f.(adk- lf,g)) •
Let
r. -1
C-{al.'(f.al),.. . o(ad 1 f . Ci),g2. (f.g21,
....(ad j f.g2).... ,gm(f,gm1.
K -1
....(ad m foam)}
K -2
Cj-(gl.(f.gl).....(ad j f,9l).g2, (f,92),...,
K -2	 K -2
(ad J_ f.g2).....gm.If.8m).....(ad j	 f.gm)t
for
We want a nonsingular one-one transformation
taking system (i) to system (2) ;,, rhat the now
States (in y space ) are functions of the old
states (in x space ), and the new controls v are
functions of both x and U. The fullowin )i local
theorem is proved in (12).
Theorem. The nonlinear system (1) is transform-
able to the linear system (2) if and only if
(with possible reordering ui the vector fields
Ill .B_. ..,gm)
i) the n vector fields in C are linearly
independent,
ii) the sets C  are involutive for
j-1,2,...,m, and
iii) the span of Cj
 equals the span of " AC
for j-1,2,....m.
We assume that our system (1) satisfies
these three conditions. Before we consider the
modified tangent model, we mention the technique
from 1171 for moving from a controllable linear
system ( 3) to Brunovsky canoncial form (2).
We begin with ( 3) and form the 60 n)x(tvm)
matrix
i
(4)
	 A 	 3
0	 I	 0
An orthogonal coordinate change on V  is computed
(we actually have a program) to take this matrix
to generalized lower Hesscnberg form. In this
form all elements above the first m superdi agonals
are zero, and for our special case, the two zeros
in (4) are retained. We remark that the Kronecker
indices, if unknown, can be found iu this manner
(see (211 for a similar method).
Now the system ( 3) after this orthogonal
coordinate change is in block triangular form
141, it is easy to construct a transformation to
Brunovsky canonical form. For example, in a
single input system, matrix (4) is
all a12 U ... 0
	 U
a21 a22 a23
0	 0
sn-ln 0
ani ant an3'' 'tnn	 bin
0 0 0	 0	 0
Than the map
2
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TIoxl
T20TIEx1Ma11xIft12x2
r3'TY0alixl+a12x20ali(111x1+s12x2)
+812(a21x1+a22x2+a23x3)
.	 3 dr3
T4"3-I:I	
xi
n-I -Tn-1
T-i 1. .1.*
n n-i 
1-1 
oxi
n ^Tn .
Tn+i^Tn 
i^l 
7)i xi
carries system (3) to syst.;u (2) with
(TI,T2.... , T1,Tn+i ) ^(}1,;+`....,ynv).
We return to our nonlinear system (l). civrf,.
a point x0 in x-state space, we wish to approxi-
mate this system by a more general ;inenr system
than (3) and construct an approximate transfor-
mation fur the nonlinear system by taking a sygt-r
like (3) to (2). 'rite usual approach is to lin-
earize (1) about x0 using the Taylor formula.
This is fine if x is an equilibrium of f(x) or in
certain cases ( seii (191 for an example). In gen-
eral, the Taylor approach did not prove advanta-
cous if we wish to find the linear part of an
actual transformation at x0 . For this re-son we
introduced the modified tangent model in 1191.
Definition. The mod ifledtangent model for the
evatem T1) at x0 is the linuar system
(S)
	
;(t)-f(xu)-AX0+Ax+Bu
where A is tun and B is nxm and setisfy
Akt,i7+(adkf,gi)(xc)).k=O,I,...,wl
Akb	 adkf,g1)(x,;).k`0,l,...,r`
(b)
Akb_ ±(adkr.gm)(x0).k'0.1,..., m.
!or* we take + for k even and - for k ),d.
A full explanation of the technique of con-
structing .in appruximnte transformation by apply-
ing the modified tangent model is presented in
;191. llowevur, here we unly wish to indicate the
method of solving equattanb (6) using the lower
Hessenberg form mentionud earlier.
First we check to see if in our Kronecker
indices K  > 	 or ..1"_, 2- . _3 or KL-K 3 , etc.
Thon we form the following u-A (assuming
K  2' > K3 ... , with obvious sxbif scat ions need"d
If any equalities exist).
K	 K -
D-((ad if,gi)(x0),(ad I -
 f,gl)(x0),
.... (ad K2f.gi)(x0).(adK2f.g2)(x0),
1	 K -1(ad 2 f , gl ) (x0) .(ad 2 f ,g2 ) (x0) ,
...,(adK3f,g1)(x0),(adK3f,g2)(x0),
	
K3	 K3-1
	
(ad
	 f,g3)(x0).(ad	 f,21)(x0).
	
r -1 
f.g )(x )	
K 
-1
	
Cad 3	 20 ,(ad 3 f,g3)(x0),
... ,gl(x0).g2(x0)....,gm(x0)).
Now we define an (n+m)x(n+m) matrix whose
K
first column is (ad 1 f,gl ) ( x0) followed by m
zeros, second column is the second clement of D
followed by m zuros,...,n th
 column is the nth
clement of D followed by m zeros, (n+1) th
 column
Is gl (xo) and m xcrus,...,last column is gm(x0)
and m zeros. As before, there is an orthogonal
coordinate change on R  which takes our (n+m)x
(n»m) matrix to aencr.tlized lower Hessenberg
form. Thus we retain the zeros in the last m
rows and all elements .ebuve the mth su;ierdiagonal
are zero. No generality is lost in assuming that
A and B in (6) start in thin form, since wu can
easily commute the orthogonal transformation and
its inverse (transpose).
The equa.ions in the following process are
solvable because the set c in our Theorfm con-
sists of linearly independent vector fields. We
know
0	 )	 0
bm, I ,bm-I  0b 0
	
*	 *
Lt i	 L*	 t
where * indicates a possible nonzero entry, and
the first * in b  i In the (n-m+l) th
 row. From
(6) we take
3
Abp -If .B®)(x0) 0
(1} Brunovsky, P., A Classification of lieeat
eon r 1 ai stems, Kiberaetika (Praha) 6
(1970), pp. 117
(2) :Myer, G. and Cicolani, L., 1974, Aformal
structure for advanced automatic flhe con-
trol systems, NASA TN D-7940.
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with the first a in the column being at the
(n-U) th level. We have
all al ,...aln U	 0
a21 
a22 ...a,n 0
. *
ant	 nvj o
and alnia2n,•••'ann are easily computed. In the
rams fashion. Abm-1.-(f.gm-1 )(x0 ) yields,
al(n-l)'a2(n-1)' " " an(n-1)' ..
 '' and finally
Ab Lo- (f.g i )(x01 yields al(n•m+1)'n"(n-m+t)...,
an (n-m+l)'
4ext we examine
A2bm7 Gil - f, gm) NO)
if the vector field en the right hand side is in
D. We write this as
A2hm.A(Abm) Wadif,gm)(x0)-(ad2f,gm)(x0).
and compute al(n-m)'a2(n-m)'" ''an(n-m)' Contin-
uing in this way we solve for every entry ir. A.
and the method just described can be implemented
Oil a computer.
Hence the modified tangent model is easily
found despite the formidable appearing nonlinear
equations defining it. As mentioned earlier, we
can construct an approximate transformation from
this model.
III. CONCLUSION
We have defined an approximating system to A
nonlinear system called the modified tangent
model. A technique to solve for this model has
been presented. Once such a model is found, an
approximating transformation to take the nonlinear
system to Brunovsky form can be constructed.
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